714XLT

STATIC BRUSH MOUNTING
WARNING

• Do not operate this machine without all guarding in place.
• Do not make adjustments or perform maintenance on this machine with power on.
• Keep the machine and the work area clean and free of spills to prevent accidents.
• Be sure to replace any safety decals that may have been detached for any reason.

Baumfolder reserves the right to make changes in design or to make additions or improvements in its products without imposing any obligation upon itself to install them on its products previously manufactured. It is recommended that modifications to this equipment not be made without the advice and express written consent of Baumfolder.
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The Static Brushes Should be Located 1.5 - 2.0 mm Away From the Roll

L Bracket (Qty 4)
2 Top Brush
2 Bottom Brush

Top Fold Roll Boxing

M5 Washer (12 Qty)
3 Each Side Top Brush
3 Each Side Bottom Brush

M5 x 10 Button Head Screw
(Qty 4)
1 Each Side Top Brush
1 Each Side Bottom Brush
(Remove M5 Socket Head Screw From Boxing and Replace with M5 x 12 Socket Head Screw)

Use M4 x 12 Button Head Screw, Flatwasher, Lockwasher and Nut to Mount the Brush to the Bracket
2 Top
2 Bottom

Static Brush (Qty 2)
1 Top
1 Bottom

Remove Present Nip Guard and Replace with New Nip Guard
The Static Brush Should be 1.5 - 2.0 mm Away From the Fold Roll